[Psychological study of psoriasis].
Due to the need to epistemologically delimitate the theretical instrument, in order to understand the phenomena from a psycho-analitical reading, 65 complete psychological studies and 12 psychotherapeutic developments in a group of patients with psoriasis symptoms are analysed. The psychodiagnostic constants at the intellectual area, in the perceptivo-motor integration and the structure and the dynamics of the personality are proved, where there appears the constitution of a symbiotic link and the formation of a psychic apparatus with a feeble Ego, and very old defense mechanisms which form an ambiguous personality with identity problems. The authors try to understand theoretically the material accounting for the skin function and its relationship with the body Ego and the frustrated processus of the propioceptive sensibilization which fall upon the frustrating phase of the development that later, by a compulsory repetition, would be reproduced in the psoriasis symptoms. The behaviour which give character to the psoriasic management, both from the patient point of view and the physician's are analysed, in order to consider the psychotherapy in Psoriasic patients.